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ABSTRACT

An area of growing dialog among transportation professionals is megaregions and the affect the
concept may have on long range travel demand and the movement of goods and people
throughout a state or region. Megaregions is the notion that individual urban areas do not
operate singly, but in concert with other urban and rural areas as a comprehensive unit providing
and attracting goods and services for the world. As these complex mobility arrangements occur,
planning entities are continuing to conduct more localized scaled activities for their independent
urban and rural areas. Key questions should be asked about whether another planning layer
should be added that examines the megaregions and investigates the interrelationships to
determine if advantages or efficiencies might be available by considering operation of the
complex whole as one unit. Clearly, such an assessment would not negate the smaller, local level
planning activities, but may offer the potential to more competitively posture a megaregion in
line with the other 40 or so world megaregions. This work convened a workshop addressing that
planning concept. Workshop participants agreed that planning for the megaregions should be
added to the elements included in long range plan development.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Texas Southern University's Center for Transportation Training and Research invited 20
transportation professionals and academics to consider establishing an agenda for discussing the
concept of the megaregion in Texas. Widespread interest in megaregions exists across the world,
as historical urban area boundaries fade and proximate major urban centers begin to function as a
unit and in tandem. For Texas, the regions including and surrounding Houston, Dallas/Fort
Worth, Austin and San Antonio form the core of the Texas megaregion, often termed the Texas
Triangle. University of Texas' Center for Transportation Research served as host site for the
event; SWUTC Director Dock Burke provided opening comments and set the stage for the day's
discussion. Attendees considered components of on-going megaregions' research as follows:

" Carol Lewis (TSU CTTR) presented preliminary data about existing travel statistics
between Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, and Austin,

" Ming Zhang (UT CTR) discussed megaregions from an international perspective,

" David Crossley (Houston Tomorrow) updated the attendees about US megaregions'
activities, and

" Rob Harrison (UT CTR) spoke about the freight aspects of megaregions.

" Representatives of the metropolitan planning organizations provided their perspective of
megaregions' planning.

" Breakout sessions were geared to in-depth dialog of four questions.

The foundational question for the breakout sessions was whether megaregions should be
included as a continuing component in long range plan updates by the metropolitan planning

organizations and state. If yes, subsequent questions were what planning activities should be
covered, what entity should conduct megaregions' planning, and how priorities should be set
concerning the many issues in planning for the megaregion.

Consensus from the breakout sessions concluded that planning should occur for Texas'
megaregion. From the transportation vantage point, TxDOT is best suited to conduct the
planning, but MPOs are important contributors. Federal guidance for MPOs limits their
authority to consider matters outside their boundaries, so how cross-regional connectivity occurs
at their boundaries will be important. Attendees advised that future megaregion discussions
include private sector stakeholders working in all the urban areas.

Dialog should occur about adding other Texas areas to the Megaregion and perhaps changing the
nomenclature from the Texas Triangle to a Texas Diamond, if locations in the valley regions of
the state are connected. Attendees are also interested in how the rural areas of the state and West
Texas communities are linked to the megaregion. Clearly, the workshop formed the first level
discussion and much deliberation and many decisions are still to come.
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INTRODUCTION

An area of growing dialog among transportation professionals is about megaregions and the

affect the concept may have on long range travel demand and the movement of goods throughout
the state. Megaregions is the notion that individual urban areas do not operate singly, but in
concert with other urban and rural areas as a comprehensive unit providing and attracting goods
and services for the world. As these complex mobility arrangements occur, planning entities are
continuing to conduct more localized scaled activities for their independent urban and rural
areas. Key questions should be asked about whether another planning layer should be added that
examines the megaregions and investigates the interrelationships to determine if advantages or
efficiencies might be available by considering operation of the complex whole as one unit.
Clearly, such an assessment would not negate the smaller, local level planning activities, but may
offer the potential to more competitively posture a megaregion in line with the other 40 or so
world megaregions.

The transportation planning process is well understood and formalized in major metropolitan

areas across the country. A regional long range plan covering 25 to 30 years is developed by the
metropolitan planning organization with input from citizens and agencies within its geographic

purview. Once a project is included in the long range plan, eligible transit, roadway and other
organizations may submit their project to be ranked compared with other projects for inclusion in
the three-year or one-year funded projects list. The ranking and funding of projects is based on a
variety of criteria compiled to improve mobility and air quality within the regions. Not included
in the list of considerations are interregional criteria which would look at the broader linkages

and opportunities perhaps available by considering more than one metropolitan area in tandem.
This research poses to examine the question of whether and how the current planning process
should be modified to consider mobility questions on an interregional basis, covering large

portions of the state of Texas.

With the globalization and technological phenomena, traditional lines of mobility are growing.
Home to work trips may occur from one city to another with workers traveling one or two days

per week and working from home other days. Freight and logistics shipments frequently travel
the interstate highways and railroads distributing goods to desired locales. One megaregion
organization described the historical representation of municipalities and governing units as
blurring (America 2050). Texans have spoken of these travel patterns for at least a decade, with
nomenclature of the Texas Triangle describing key areas of commerce that need to be
interconnected. Much discussion is around high-speed rail to connect the Triangle metropolitan

areas. In fact, some Texans have argued that accommodating projected growth in population and
trade, the Triangle should take a megaregion approach for coordinated transportation and land-
use planning. They also write that Texas law is not structured to accommodate the megaregion
approach to addressing what should be Texas' strategy to best meet global needs and compete in
the market against other megaregions.

Megaregions are geographic areas that will contain two-thirds of the nation's population by 2050

and will be identified partly through environmental, economic, cultural, and infrastructure
relationships (Amekudzi et. al., 2007). They can be understood as networks of metropolitan

centers and their surrounding areas, connected by existing environmental, economic, cultural,
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and infrastructure relationships. As economic drivers, megaregions will continue to attract new
populations and require new investments in infrastructure and greater focus on environmental
preservation, including climate change. Zhang et al. (2007) write that economic and social
relationships now occur at the megaregion scale irrespective of the boundary lines drawn by
local, regional or state government. Currently published studies suggest the existence of as many
as ten megaregions, all including multiple cities and many cross state borders. In the United
States, America 2050 shows the Houston area in two megaregions, the well discussed Texas
Triangle and a more crescent shaped center anchored by Corpus Christie and New Orleans along
the Gulf Coast.

There are a number of implications about megaregions that warrant this discussion. Ross
(retrieved 8/19/09) notes congestion is affected because the reliance on trucking is higher in
megaregions than non-megaregions. Negative economic impacts may ensue increasing the costs
and complicating schedules. For these reasons a discussion of how Texas will approach the
topic of megaregions in regional transportation planning is in order.

Principal Research Question and Objectives

The goal of this research is to aggregate the academic and planning communities in Texas to
discuss the idea of the megaregion in our State with a focus on the planning process and whether
and how the process should accommodate the idea of a megaregion community. Specifically,
the objectives are to:

" Begin a structured dialog among the planning community and academics about the
megaregion concept in Texas.

" Identify points in the planning process where megaregion considerations should enter
discussion.

" Establish a framework whereby this discussion and process changes can occur when
identified.

Is there a need to conduct a megaregional planning activity for an area of Texas (e.g., the Texas
Triangle) and if so, how would that planning activity be structured?
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BACKGROUND

Megaregions unite metropolitan cities experiencing continued expansion and growth beyond

their original boundaries or city limits. As boundaries blur, this creates a new scale of geography.
The United States population is growing rapidly and there are problems associated with this
growth such as inadequate policies and insufficient infrastructure to handle such growth. It is

estimated that population in the United States will increase by an additional 130 million residents
in 2050 (America 2050.org, 2009). Each of the country's eleven identified megaregions has a

unique make-up. It is the interrelationships among the cities and states that define
commonalities and linkages. The eleven regions, broken down by a generalized proximity are as
follows:

" The Arizona Sun Corridor

" Cascadia in the upper northwest portion of the country

" The Texas Triangle, Gulf Coast which includes Houston, Texas,
o The crescent connecting Houston with New Orleans along the Gulf Coast,

thus making the city a part of two megaregions

" Great Lakes

" Northeast

" Northern California

" Piedmont-Atlantic which covers the area from northern Alabama to northwest

North Carolina

" Front Range sprawling across Denver and into northern New Mexico

" Florida
" Southern California

Ideally, megaregions will form connectivity between major and smaller surrounding cities
through consensus around elements of economics, environment, and energy utilization. One
element could contain a unified infrastructure plan. From the transportation perspective, regions
might encourage intermodal transportation system development leading to reduced highway and

air traffic congestion. Modernizing transportation systems and improving connectivity between
regions will support transit ridership and contribute to sustainability when proximate to jobs,

stores, and public parks (CQGRD, 2006). President Barack Obama announced and Congress
passed the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which, in part, provided an eight
billion dollar economic stimulus to develop a national high speed rail transportation system.
These intrastate facilities will provide residents and business travelers with options when moving

between areas. Maintaining green space and natural systems from a conservation perspective is
still another objective of a megaregion. Green infrastructure networks connect people to the
natural world, promoting well-being for neighborhoods and the people who reside in them (Ross,

2008).

Houston Tomorrow 2009 Megaregion Conference

There are a plethora of non-profit associations advocating improved transportation systems
locally and nationally. In September, 2009, one such organization, Houston Tomorrow,

sponsored a Megaregions conference for the state of Texas incorporating aspects of the Texas
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Triangle focusing on Dallas-Fort Worth, Austin, San Antonio, and Houston. Topics of

conversation and presentation included high speed rail transportation between the major Texas
cities with focus on challenges to specific regions as well as the opportunities available for
development. Elected officials from across the state attended. One particular panel hosted Ed
Emmett, the Harris County Judge. Emmett gave opinions on preparing Texas for high speed rail.

Other panel members included Ben White, Mayor of College Station; Jungus Jordan, a Fort
Worth city council member; and Sarah Eckhardt, Travis County Commissioner. All agreed that
the state should be more assertive in planning for the future of transportation modernization.
They also agreed that funding for such a future would be astronomical, and concurred that
further discussion is needed concerning oversight and sources of funding. Each panelist
suggested beginning with small changes geared toward commuter rail. It was suggested by
Eckhardt that starting with commuter rail could evolve into high speed rail in years to come.

Many planners and policymakers face issues and challenges associated with growth management

nationally. In Texas, there is valuable farmland in between cities where high speed rail is
proposed, but there is an issue regarding the use of land and water availability (Neuman, 2008).
Those who oppose high speed rail are concerned that water may be a scarcity if and when the
rails are built, cutting off the essential supply to rural farms and communities. There is a lack of

policy infrastructure across the board; however, there are plenty of visions and ideas about
improving the current transportation system. The lack of multi-jurisdictional uniformity has
affected how the entire operation will be implemented and developed. Making the vision of a
megaregional rail system a reality has been difficult because of political affiliations with many

policymakers and elected officials, thus few have established a common ground for planning and
development. Funding is perhaps one of the largest issues facing all of the megaregions. Sarah
Eckhardt made the suggestion of funding through taxation for Texas. One panelist suggested

that the Texas Department of Transportation be a stakeholder in designing and implementing a
basic framework for megaregional transportation development.

Additional Considerations

Creating a state of the art rail system that connects inter-modally, but ends up neglecting
neighborhoods outside of major cities and some rural areas is also a concern (Fainstein, 2009).
An issue of neglect may make these areas the new slums. For instance, sprawling, as it is
defined, may be a concern for commuter rails in Houston. The city has no zoning laws and
developers are free to build as they see fit and much resistance is shown by them to reducing
sprawl. Houston is a sprawling city. Light rail is on its way to better connect parts of the inner
portions of the city, but neighborhoods beyond the core are challenged with connectivity via rail;

connections by express bus service are available. The focus is shifting in some American
households from suburban living to urban living (Fainstein, 2009). With the improvement of
inner city living and the amenities of public transportation within a given area, the value of the
area goes up. There is an issue of gentrification, long time residents feel forced from their
property by new residents. The price also increases for residents who have lived in the same area

for years, leaving them to struggle with higher property taxes. Priority action for megaregion
development should rest with the respective city and state officials. There must be a consensus or
at least policy makers must realize that the vision for development and collaboration is essential.
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WORKSHOP FINDINGS

Megaregions Workshop-November 1, 2010

Professionals and academicians met to discuss the concept of the megaregion at Texas Southern

University's Center for Transportation Training and Research's Megaregions' Workshop held in
Austin, Texas, November 2010. For Texas, the Texas Triangle, the regions including and

surrounding Houston, Dallas/Fort Worth, Austin and San Antonio, form the core of the generally

discussed Texas megaregion.

The workshop began with a foundation for discussion through presentations of four perspectives

followed by comments from representatives of the metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs)
representing the largest cities. Focal areas are as follows:

" Carol Lewis (Texas Southern University, Center for Transportation Training and
Research) presented preliminary data about existing travel statistics between Houston,
Dallas, San Antonio, and Austin (Appendix 1),

" Ming Zhang (University of Texas, Center for Transportation Research) discussed

megaregions from an international perspective (Appendix 2),

" David Crossley (Houston Tomorrow) updated the attendees about US megaregions

activities (Appendix 3), and

" Rob Harrison (University of Texas, Center for Transportation Research) spoke about the

freight aspects of a megaregion (Appendix 4).

" Two representatives of metropolitan planning organizations provided their perspectives

about megaregions' planning

Consensus: Breakout Sessions and Responses to Questions

Attendees formed three groups for breakout sessions geared to in-depth dialog of the following

questions:

" Whether megaregion planning should be incorporated into regional transportation

planning?

" What planning activities should be included?

" What should be incorporated?

" What should be the priority?

Each question is presented below with the consensus responses from the table participants shown

beneath.

1) Whether megaregion planning should be incorporated into regional transportation
planning.
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" Megaregional planning should be incorporated into regional planning activities but
concerns in implementation include:

o Leadership (Who would champion the megaregion and what agency could

take the premier role in moving the concept forward?)
o Regulatory environment
o Division of funding
o Scale
o Data & Information

" The question was asked as to whether and how we can conduct real megaregion
planning. MPOs are prohibited legally from planning outside their boundaries. In the
best scenario, federal and state presence would be key for megaregion planning to
occur.

" Megaregions definition does not fit existing federal laws and requirements.

" A coordinated effort on the Federal level is needed to facilitate infrastructure

improvements that would enhance transportation for the megaregion.

2) What planning activities should be included?
Attendees agreed on the elements listed below as areas to be included in megaregions
planning.

" "Texas Diamond" Add Laredo!

" Freight planning
" Education

" Air quality
" Transportation

" Network aspects: Air/Highway

" Land use

" Economic development

" Agriculture

" Airlines

" High Speed Rail
" Water

" Compacts

" Interlocal agreements

" Champions

" Visioning
" Non-road development

" Fixed definition of megaregion in Texas

" Role of private sectors
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3) What should be incorporated?
Responses below indicate a starting point, but recognize the list is more extensive than

shown.

" Regional business (with a focus on Dallas to Houston)

" Reduced short-haul flights

" Austin is expected to reach non-attainment status in an air quality category, which
will have implications for vehicle travel in single occupant automobiles.

o 80% of Texas' population projected to be in the megaregion.
o Coalition of Councils of Governments (COG), Texas Council on

Environmental Quality

" Catalog what's happening?
o Document planning and relevant regulatory actions across state.
o Develop list of existing corridor organizations.

" Infrastructure (water, electric, wastewater, transit, road, rail) should overall be the
starting point, due to the fact that we already have processes and channels to make
changes in these areas.

" Air quality issues can be used as a catalyst to bring parties to the table, as air quality
represents an actual threat, (needed to jumpstart the political process) and will affect a

wide array of stakeholders in the economy of the state.

" Texas Triangle Chamber of Commerce
o Focus on markets
o Focus on efficiency
o See competition as coming from other megaregions
o Stress cooperative action based on Return on Investment

" Initiate a Texas Triangle Megapolitan Organization
o Politically organized around 66 counties of the Texas Triangle
o Think long term about a "Local option" Taxing Authority

" Texas Non-Attainment Triangle
o Air
o Water
o Open space/Agriculture/Parks

" Texas Triangle Infrastructure Commission
o Transportation: Highway, rail, air, water

o Utilities: Power, water, communication
o Housing
o Green Infrastructure

4) What should be the priority?

" Megaregional statewide LRP

" (Education) Development and publish research report

" Pull in agencies/industries that have a statewide perspective to their business: HEB
(Grocery Chain), CSX, Frito-Lay

" Follow through on whether there is interest in a Smart Growth Bill (Resurrection)

7



Independent Table Discussion Summary

Perspectives from participants are summarized per table below.

Table 1
" MPOs are suited to take on megaregional challenge, but are not created for that purpose.
" MPOs need to focus on more than transportation; must expand beyond.
" Many satellite areas not within Dallas Fort Worth have tangible relationships that are not

seen. In a way, that area is a mini-megaregion.
" Envision North Texas's focus on green space. Now they are looking at it as Sprawl vs.

TOD. Difficulties (education) have made it difficult to find people affordable housing,
environmental education that's business located. People look at TOD much as "save the
green space" vs. "save the green space and how are we going to have 100,000 people
going to live near it?"

" Role of planning should be re-evaluated and possibly changed. Many COGs and MPOs
are already incorporating megaregions at least on a smaller scale.

" There are two major level's of planning. The first is to be sure that we have the "survival
infrastructure" and the second is the social side, how to make it nice place.

" Redefine what MPOs were designed for? In megaregion planning, MPOs are beyond
transportation planning. It includes education, economics and cultural.

" By increasing connectivity between cities, we need to keep in mind that we may generate
extra (new) trips due to increase in accessibility and eventually lower cost.

" Since there are few federal directions relating to planning and MPOs, Texas needs a
strong state framework for megaregional planning.

Table 2
" The key is to change the State Enabling Act to allow a way to give these authorities the

ability to mandate.
" The first justification for any transportation project is need and we need to take that

approach with megaregions. We also should look more closely at multiplying uses in
right of ways.

" Think about coalition of COGs as a governance structure. Also, we may want to look at
megaregion planning incrementally in order to keep things moving and prevent
stagnation.

" We should frame this in the context of economic growth. "We all win when anyone in the
Texas Triangle (or diamond) wins".

" What do we have in common? So many regional problems especially funding; how do we
go to megaregion planning?

Table 3
" We need to convey what megaregions mean to ordinary people. How does this improve

quality of life for all of us? It is important that we frame it to be successful there.
" Rules don't allow external planning; scale is local.
" It makes sense to connecting the dots; economy, neighborhood, etc. But what is lost and

gained by connecting them?
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" Issues related to population movement; as the built infrastructure is static! How do we
pick that right point and time?

" Do we need separate entities?
Who should be on board for megaregion planning?
Quality of life issues.
Future commuting decisions; commuting trend is one core thing to
delineate megaregion.

" Role of private sectors in megaregion planning; they benefit from building (contributors)
and providing (material, service etc)
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY

This research has begun reviewing the complexities of megaregions; there remains much to be
analyzed. Depth is needed on aspects of megaregions including high speed rail. Greater

knowledge would be valuable, but is not limited to the elements listed below.

" Sources regarding freight movement locally and regionally through megaregions,

" Research on suburbs and the potential effects of megaregions

" Linkages with public transportation systems and ridership in Texas.

" Identification of management tools appropriate for implementing long range plans of
states involved in megaregion development.

" Inclusion of the private sector, especially entities with statewide business interests

" Additional attention to the bureaucratic complexities framed by state and federal
guidelines and jurisdictional boundaries.

Although a megaregion is far more than a transportation concept, the attendees largely
represented transportation entities, so the responses may have leaned towards transportation.
Based on agreement that megaregions should be included as a continuing component in long
range plan updates by the metropolitan planning organizations and state, subsequent questions
were discussed including: what planning activities should be covered, what entity should conduct
megaregions' planning, and how priorities should be set concerning the many issues in planning
for the megaregion.

From the transportation vantage point, the consensus from the breakout sessions concluded that
planning should occur for Texas' megaregions through TxDOT, which is best suited to conduct

the planning while keeping in mind that MPOs are important contributors. Because federal

guidance for MPOs limits their authority to consider matters outside their boundaries, it will be
important as to how cross-regional connectivity occurs at their boundaries. Workshop
participants suggested that private sector stakeholders working in all the urban areas be included
in future megaregion discussions.

Adding other Texas regions to the megaregion and perhaps changing the nomenclature from the
Texas Triangle to a Texas Diamond, if valley regions are connected, was suggested as future
dialog. Another key concern was how the rural areas of the state and West Texas communities
will be linked to the megaregion. Much deliberation and many decisions are still to come,
however, the workshop formed the first level of aggregating the academic and planning

communities in Texas to discuss how to accommodate the idea of megaregions in the planning
processes.
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APPENDIX 1

Preliminary Data about Existing Travel Statistics between Houston, Dallas, San Antonio,

and Austin (Carol Lewis; TSU CTTR)

Center for Transportation Training & Research
Texas Southern University

November 1, 2010
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Purpose of Workshop
- To aggregate the academic and planning

communities in Texas to discuss:

r How to accommodate the idea of
nega regions in the planning processes

I tiy

16

Specific Objectives of Workshop

Begin structured dialog

Identify points in the
planning process

Establish a framework 77

Workshop Agenda
11:00 a.ml. Opening session

12:15 p.In. Lunch

1:00 paln. Breakout 1:

Workshop discussion
questions

2:15 p.. Break

2:30 p.m4 Breakout 2: Workshop

discussion quest iols

4:00 p.m. Adjourn

E:|



What Exactly is a Megaregion?

Networks of
metropolitan regions
with shared

Economics
Infrastructure
Natural resource

Stretching over
distances of roughly

300 miles - 6oo miles
in length

k 4tCt a
a'F)y

vi

Source: Hagler & Todorovich, 2009

Megaregions

Will form connectivity between major
and smaller surrounding cities through:

-fit7

EJ1V F lic ut. mi H E rgy til/ai 01
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Megaregions ...

Operate-and thrive-at
the center of a new

Economic.

Scale

Source: fhwa.doL gov, 2010
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Need for Megaregions

Megaregions have
been introduced
as:

rA new
framework for
national spatial
development
policies

Source: Ross, 2009

4

L

TEXAS TRIANGLE
I nation: Eastern Texas

Principal Cities: Austin,
Dallas/ Fort Worth, Houston, San
Antonio

Population 2000: 16,131,347

Percent of IJ.S. Population 6%

Population 2025: 23 586,856

Projected Growth: 46%

2005 GDP: 817,510,000,000

Percent of US GDP: 7%

Texas
Triangle

0
00
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Why do we need planning at larger scale?

- To define regionalism that captures
- Economic
- Political
- Spatial level

- To respond to the challenges of
agglomerations

Slconmuic activity
- Population

Source: fhwa.dot.gov, 2010
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Texas Triangle

- Major industries in
Texas Triangle
Megaregion include:

the

Lnergy andi natural
Resources
Construction
Semiconductors and
Software and Information
Technology

1> L .

410

Source: fhwa.dot.gov, 2010

Megaregions and Transportation

Source: fhwa.dot.gov,2010 & Ross, 2009

Megaregions and Transportation ...
Investment in
transportation
connectivity
is important

Source: Ross, 2009

19

- Emerging new pressures on national
transportation systems

r(Iohal trends

Ecnomic niarkets

Internation altrade

-* 7 ' ---
-- w
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APPENDIX 2

Megaregions from an International Perspective (Ming Zhang: UT CTR)
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Texas Mega Region -
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APPENDIX 3

Freight Aspects of a Megaregion (Rob Harrison; UT CTR)

Mega-Regions and Efficient
Freight Movement

Robert Harrison
Center for Transportation Research

The University of Texas at Austin

November 1, 2010

Freight has been rather neglected
in metropolitan planning

33
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Why does freight move as
well as it does?

Logistics

KS

C
2010
Rail & Highway Coridors

0 inland Por s
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Models
- Rail network (UTCP)

-Truck (TxDOT RTJ)

- Inland Ports (TxDOT RTI)

- Rail model (UTCP)

- Supply chains (UTCP)

- Hybrid Trucks (UTCP)

Mega-Region planning needs to
participate or lead in the location
of load centers and inland ports

kfAm
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APPENDIX 4

US Megaregions Activities (David Crossley; Houston Tomorrow)

Megaregions &
MetroProsperity
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Four core programs designed to:

Strengthen urban centers community
design. fiscal policy, housing.

Expand the transportation system
transportation finance. traffic
management. goods movement.

Protect natural landscapes and water
supplies
NY/NJ/CT Highlands. Long Island
Sound. the New York Harbor and
Governors Island.

Prepare the region and the nation for
the next generation of population and
economic growth.

Csup

F Ir 0

61 CT
-t=

'I

6MI
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We are a metro nation.
80% of us live in metro areas

85% of jobs are in metro areas
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Central 
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Land USE
mobility
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WILDERNESS

affordability

HEALTH
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RECREATION

neighborhoods historic preservation
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HcustonTomorrow

Central goal:
Reduce distances humans have to travel

to gain access to goods, services, and each other.

LdI. FCI LW

FOOD
RIVERS

stress

heat

HostmTomoow

Nothing impacts land use like
transportation infrastructure.



H vstcnTomorow

The European EcoCity
Polycentric region, polycentric cities

The European Union plans a future
in which regions with multiple
centers organize
into collaborative o
economic clusters that

form sustainable networks
of access, mobility, and
green infrastructure.
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GDP size by
metro region
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A Systems Approach to Water Resources
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HSIPR program selections overview - both rounds
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ARRA obligation status'
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2050 Growth in the Texas Triangle
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Sustainable Texas Triangle
QuaIty of life > Standard of living

Sustainable Texas Triangle
The Texas Triangle is a sustainable megaregion
with multiple clusters of cities, towns,
villages, and neighborhoods with improved
access to people, goods, services, and other
amenities in healthy green infrastructure.
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APPENDIX 5
List of Attendees
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ATTENDEE AGENCY
Dock Burke Southwest Region University Transportation Center
W. Gordon Derr City of Austin, Transportation Department
Rob Harrison University of Texas, Center for Transportation Research
David Crossley Houston Tomorrow
Ming Zhang University of Texas at Austin
George Zapalac City of Austin, Planning and Development
Alan Clark Houston Galveston Area Council
Scott Ericksen San Antonio, Bexar County MPO
Duncan Stewart Texas Department of Transportation, Research and Technology

Implementation Office
Dan Lamers North Central Texas Council of Governments
Donovan Johnson University of Texas, Center for Transportation Research
Dan Seedah University of Texas, Center for Transportation Research
Margaet Shaw City of Austin- Economic Growth and Redevelopment Services Offices
Howard Lazarus City of Austin, Public Works
Sheri Smith Texas Southern University, Urban Planning and Environmental Policy
Lisa Loftus-Otway University of Texas, Center for Transportation Research
Sara Land Texas Southern University, Center for Transportation Training and

Research
Betty Texas Southern University, Center for Transportation Training and

Research
Carol Abel Lewis Texas Southern University, Center for Transportation Training and

Research
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